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The collisionless reconnection process as
sociated with the m = 1 (poloidal mode num
ber) and n = 1 (toroidal mode number) ki
netic internal kink modes is simulated by the 
three dilnensional two field (the electrostatic 
potential and the component of the vector po
tential in the direction of the toroidal mag
netic field) gyro-fluid code[1] including the ef
fects of the electron inertia and the perturbed 
electron pressure gradient. The computational 
model represents a straight tokamak with peri
odic boundary condition in the toroidal direc
tion and a square cross section with perfectly 
conducting walls in the poloidal direction. The 
linear mode is analysed by the linear gyro-fluid 
code including only n = ±1 modes in addition 
to the equilibrium n = 0 mode. The mea
sured linear growth rates agree well with the 
theory of Zakharov in which 1 cc de for de >> Ps 
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and 1 cc d] p] for de << Ps (de is the colli-
sionless electron skin depth and Ps is the ion 
Larmor radius estimated by the electron tem
perature). The fast Kadomtsev- type full re
connection (first step) followed by the second 
step reforming the configuration of q0 < 1 ·is 
observed by the nonlinear gyro-fluid code (see 
Fig. 1). Results of the gyro-fluid code agree 
quite well with those of the gyrokinetic parti
cle code (GYR3D)[2,3] up to the first step (full 
reconnection phase) of the instability. For the 
second step (post full reconnection phase), both 
codes reproduce the similar phenomena with 
some differences. Although careful comparison 
of both codes needs further study, we believe 
that they capture the basic physics of the phe
noinena related to the nonlinear dynamics of 
the kinetic internal kink modes. 

Finally, we want to emphasize that the better 
understanding of the physics associated with 
the kinetic MHD phenomena in tokamaks will 
be achieved by executing simultaneously the gy-
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rokinetic particle simulation being faithful to 
physics and the gyro-fluid simulation with are
alistic spatial resolution. 
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Fig. 1. Ti1ne evolution of the 1nagnetic 
field structure. 
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